CSD CRAFT RECIPE CARD

BACKYARD NIGHTTIME CAMPING SCENE

Spend some sensory time outdoors collecting items for this fun summertime craft. Children will learn about their outdoor environment, different types of plant material and more!

Ingredients:
- 10 sequin stars
- 1 sheet black construction paper
- Tent, moon, and star template
- Glue
- Items gathered during nature walk
- Crayons

Directions:
- Take a nature walk before dinner.
- Collect leaves, branches, and flowers
- Discuss the types of items they chose and what plant they belong to.
- Create outdoor scene with collected nature items by gluing them to black construction paper.
- Cut out tent, moon, and star shapes from template and glue to black construction paper.
- Add the star sequins for shimmer and draw more details with crayons!